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Summary

The Appalachian Area produces about one-fifth of the national com-

mercial apple crop. Production has been declining both in the United

States and in the Appalachian Area. Nevertheless, sales to processors]

have increased during the last 20 years. The production of sauce and

slices has expanded, especially the production of sauce. In the Apl
palachian Area approximately one-half of the crop has been sold in

recent years to processor outlets. About one-half of the national produc

tion of sauce and slices is produced here.

Six processors do most of the apple processing in the area. One finrl

generally announces an opening price for apples, and all other firm;

follow with similar if not identical prices. These conditions, taken alone

suggest the possibility of more profits and less output than would be the'i

case under perfect competition.

Indications are that the supply of apples available to processors irj

the Appalachian Area is elastic and dependent upon processor pria

relative to price paid for fresh apples. Also, data indicate that process >

ing costs per unit do not vary within the present range of processo; {

capacities.

An effective cooperative firm is present in the Appalachian Area]

which returns to its patrons all receipts over costs of operation. Othei

firms meet this competition by paying bonuses to their suppliers. Im

pi kit price deals are widely used. These added returns encourage appl<

glowers to sell more apples to the processors.

The entry of new firms into the processor sub-group is relatively

easy. Three firms have entered since 1939, and in recent years they hav<

been doing between one-fourth and one-third of the total processing iij

the area.

From this analysis of the situation, it appears that competitioi

among processors is strong and there is little opportunity for exces i

profits over a period of time. This means that the processor price i

efficient in the allocation of apples between fresh and processor outlets

West Virginia University

Agricultural Experiment Station

College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Home Economics

H. R. Varney, Director

MORGANTOWN



COMPETITION AND APPLE PRICES--

(With Emphasis on Processors in the Appalachian Area)

C. EVANS*

Apple processors provide an important outlet lor apples in the Ap-

palachian Area. 1 This outlet lias been taking approximately one-hall

tin crop in recent years. Six funis buy most <»l the apples Eoi processing

in the area.

There appears to In some question as to the amount of competition

among processors in the Appalachian Area as evidenced b) the Federal

Trade Commission (FTC) charges in 1952 and by the growers' interest

in organizing in ordei t<> bargain with processors.

Objective

I In purpose of this study is to determine the nature and the amount

ol competition among apple processors in the Appalachian \iea. The
effects ol competition show up through price. Price directs production

and consumption and distributes income. How well price does its

regulating job is of interest to all.

Procedure

In oidci to accomplish the objective ol this stud) the market and

its structure must be denned rather closely. 2 h is not enough to defini

a market as "the area within which the forces ol supply and demand

converge to establish a single price." rhere is need to go further ami

identify the boundaries ol a particular market and set ii apart From

othei markets. \ decision also must be math concerning what (inns

to mi hide oi exclude in the market undei study.

•Homer 0, BJvan i \ oclat< Agricultural E ratal In the v Unlv-

leultural Expert nt Stal Ion

'The Appalachian Area refers to the commercial apple product)

wlvanla, Maryland, We I Virginia, and Virglnl I outllm
no i i. .mi the .ni i hern boundai

rlvanln, the bulk of the produ tion la concentrated In the northern p

a complete ol
i Exp. Sin., by Homi



FIGURE 1. Appalachian Area (outline of commercial apple producing sec-

tions of Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia, and Virginia).

For two films to be in the same market they must meet two require-

ments: they must sell (or buy) substitute products, and they must be

confronted with similar technological, market, and organization prob-

lems; that is, they must belong to the same industry. Therefore, the

firms in a market are relatively homogeneous, are confronted by similar

problems, and are in relatively close competitive relationship. Perhaps

market sub-group would be a better term than market to describe such

a group of buyers or sellers. It is within a market sub-group that sellers

compete actively with one another, buyers and sellers bargain actively

with one another, and price is established.

Each market sub-group is composed of a group of buyers and a

group of sellers. Therefore, any apple processor, in addition to other

buyers, also is confronted with apple sellers.

Before attempting to outline the market sub-group which includes

apple processors, a brief historical account of the production and utili-

zation of apples is presented, with particular emphasis on the Ap-

palachian Area. This account will give some idea of the environment

in which apple sellers and buyers operate.

Apple Production

Production of apples has been reported in every state in the union,

but commercial production is limited to 35 states. Figure 2 gives the

distribution of apple trees in the United States. The bulk of the .
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THE APPALACHIAN AREA produces approximately one-fifth of the national
apple crop.

MODERN processing plant surrounded by orchards.
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commercial production is concentrated in a few areas. Washington State

has been the most important area in recent years, accounting Eor about

one-fourth of the commercial crop. The Appalachian Area is second,

producing approximately one-filth of the total crop. New York state

is third, accounting for slightly less than the Appalachian Area. Michi-

gan and California produce smaller, but important, quantities. Pio-

duction of the remaining one-fourth ol the crop is scattered ovej several

states, chiefly those east ol the Mississippi River. About two-thirds <>l

the national crop comes from an area extending about 500 miles, mostl)

to the north and west from the Appalachian Area, Figure 2.

Average annual commercial production in the United States from

1934 to 1951 was 112,560,000 bushels, Figure 3. During the same period

there was an average annual decrease ol 1,126,000 bushels.

Production in the Appalachian Area has followed a tunc! similar

to that for the United States and has tended to decline over the period

1934-1954, with an average annual decrease of 511,000 bushels. Figure 1.

Utilization

While total national production has been declining, sales Id

processors have been increasing. From 1934 to 1951 annual sales to

processors averaged 28,760,000 bushels, or about 25 per cent ol the crop,

APPLES being delivered to processors.
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MILLIONS OF
BUSHELS 1 1 1 1 r~

PRODUCTION

Yc = 123.818,000 - 1,126,000 X

10

1934 1936 1938 1940 1942 19^4 1946 1948 1950 1952 195^

FIGURE 3. Apples—Production and trend in production of commercial crop;
sales to the processor and trend in sales, United States, 1934-54. (Source:
United States Department of Agriculture, Crop Reporting Board.)



MILLIONS
BUSHELS

OF
t 1 1 \ 1 1 r

PRODUCTION
Y c = 27,513,000 - 511,000 X

SALES TO PROCESSOR
Y c = 7,216,000 + 136,000 X

193 1* 1936 1938 19^0 19U2 19UU I9U6 19U3 1950 1952 195 1*

FIGURE 4. Apples—Production and trend in production of commercial crop;
sales to the processor and trend in sales, Appalachian Area, 1934-54. (Source-
United States Department of Agriculture, Crop Reporting Board.)
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TRIMMING apples.

Figure 3. During the same period an annual average increase of 230,000

bushels was going to processors.

In the Appalachian Area, sales to processors have increased. During

the period 1934-54 there was an average annual increase of 136,000

bushels, Figure 4. In recent years approximately one-half of the crop

in the Appalachian Area has been sold to processors.

Although there appears to be a rather high degree of substitution

among varieties of apples, some varieties are better suited for some uses

than others. Red Delicious, Mcintosh, and Winesap are preferred for

fresh use, whereas Gravenstein, Greening, York, and Baldwin are pre-

ferred for processing. Stayman, Rome Beauty, Golden Delicious, and

Grimes Golden are considered desirable by either the fresh or processing

outlets. Although there is a rather wide distribution of each variety, the

Appalachian Area and New -York state produce a large proportion of

processing and dual purpose varieties.

Applesauce and slices are the principal apple products produced

both in the United States and in the Appalachian Area. Table 1 gives

the total pack of sauce in the United Slates and the percentage of sauce

packed in the various areas. The Appalachian Area supplies approxi-

mately one-half of the total pack, followed by New York and California,

Table 2 gives the total pack of sliced apples in the United States and

the percentage packed in the various areas and states. Again the Ap-

10



Table 1. Applesauce—Total Pack United States wi> Percentagi
Distribution by States or Groups of States. 1934-1954

U. S.

(Thousand
Cab

Per cent of I". S. Pack

Yeah Md.,Pa.,

Va.. W. Va.
X. Y. Calif. Orii

1934 1,892 — — — —
1935 1,887 — — —
193C 2,363 48.9 19.7 — 1.4

1937 3,161 58.7 4"." — 1.3

1938 1,526 t 1.7 r.4.7 — 0.6

1939 3,056 16.1 53.5 — 0.4

1940 2,634 62.1 36.9 1.0

1941 1,182 52.0 15.3 —
_ 7

1942 4,590 59.7 37.0 —
1943 2,225 44.7 48.5 —
L944 4,301 64.3 28.3 — 7.4

1945 1,984 66.6 a ;::•..

4

1946 8,239 "7 :: 27.5 — L5.2

1947 6,083 56.0 36.8 — 7.2

1948 4,851 60.2 31.6 6.3 L.9

1949 8,61 1 54.4 30.7 <;..;

1950 12,541 53.4 31.8 7.3 7.5

1951 8,982 38.0 L0.2

1952 8,91 ) 16.7 32.1 5.4

L953 11,204 18.1 31.2 i I 9

L954 15,294 i- 2 32.8 14.0 5.0

a = Included in other sta

Source: National * ";i t.
r

. ition, Washlngto

palachian Area is a major source ol supply, producing about one-hall

the total supply.

Competition Among Apple Sellers

Apple sellers will he considered firsl in an attempi i<> d< Inn ate the

in,ukei sub-group involving apple processors in the Appalachian Area.

It will be shown thai all apple "rowers (sellers) in the United Suits

In long to iIk s.inie markei sub-group because the) are selling substitutive

products and are confronted with similai problems.

An apple growei in the Appalachian Ana ma\ sell his apples through

an) ol the following outlets; buyers ol Fresh apples in the Appalach

i. in Area, f.o.b., orchard; processoi buyers, F.o.b., processing plant;

and .ins oik ol i:i;m\ central wholesale markets, f.o.b., central

market. Usuall) apples are sold on the basis "I l v Grades .\\u\ Man

dards, regardless ol types ol outlel (fresh oi processor) <>i markei place.

Grades standardize apples; thai is, the) classif) apples b) variety, quality,

.nid size.

! I



Table 2. Sliced Apples—Total Pack United States and Percentage

Distribution by States or Groups of States, 1934-1954

U. S.

(Thousand

Per cent of U. S. Pack

Year Md., Pa., Wash.,
Cases) Va., W. Va.

N. Y.
Ore.

Others

1934 2,584
— — — —

1935 2,331 — — — —
1936 2,620 34.2 4.1 59.1 2.6

1937 2,672 53.5 9.7 35.1 1.7

1938 1,750 49.7 11.6 37.1 1.6

1939 2,840 48.9 14.2 36.2 0.7

1940 2,249 52.8 13.7 32.5 1.0

1941 4,348 51.4 13.0 31.0 4.6

1942 4,164 61.4 15.6 21.6 1.4

1943 1,878 51.3 23.1 24.8 0.8

1944 3,355 60.8 18.7 19.0 1.5

1945 1,191 73.8 a 25.7 0.5

1946 3,266 58.6 22.7 14.1 4.6

1947 2,241 54.2 33.2 11.0 1.6

1948 1,687 58.5 28.5 11.9 1.1

1949 4,213 56.6 27.6 8.8 7.0

1950 5,264 59.5 21.9 14.7 3.9

1951 3,388 60.1 29.4 7.4 3.1

1952 2,560 60.8 27.5 8.6 3.1

1953 2,941 47.2 34.7 12.8 5.3

1954 4,709 56.0 27.9 9.7 6.4

a = Included in other states.
Source : National Canners Association, Washington, D.C.

The prices of all grades, varieties, and sizes of apples are closer)

related and tend to move together due to their high degree of substitu

tion. Also, all market places are tied together because apple seller;

substitute one market place for another. For example, if farmer A car

realize a higher f.o.b. orchard price for his apples by selling in Chicago

than by selling in Atlanta, he will tend to substitute Chicago for Atlanu

until returns are the same. In the same way he determines whether tc

sell to the fresh or processor outlets. Therefore, all apple growers an

selling substitute products.

Technological, marketing, and organizational problems which con

front farmer A in the production of apples are simliar to those confront

ing all other apple growers. Although apples are produced over a largt

part of the United States, the bulk of the commercial crop is producec

in four areas, Figure 2. The time necessary to establish a producing

orchard is about the same in each area. In the various areas the lengtl

of growing season and production costs present similar problems. Cost

are somewhat higher in some areas than in others, but in general, yield:

in these areas also will be higher.

12



INSPECTING peeled apples.

The weather presents many problems Eor apple- growers. Frost,

uinui freeze, drought, and hail arc some ol the major problems. Ca
tainly, the probability ol any one <>l these occurring varies anion- areas.

However, there may be certain offsetting effects. I"t example, wintei

freeze seems to be an important hazard in the Pacific Northwest, whereas

ipring hosts are importani in the last, lie temperature and amounl
ol siiiishiiK affect the finish ol the fruit, and some areas are particularly

favored in this respect, rhis tends t<> differential the fruit «>i these

areas from the l> nit ol othei s.

All producing anas sell through tin same market places. Some

areas depend mon on processor outlets than do others. However, fot

am growet there appears to he a number <>l alternative market places

I Ik marketing problems confronting all applt produo rs an quite similat

I herefore, .ill apple growers ate in the same industry and sell sub

siiiuie products. Ihis qualifies all such growers fot th< same market

siih group, as d( lined in this study .

\n\ apple produce] is on I \ one among many, Ian he produces an in

sufficient quantity ol any one variety to influence the price. In 1950

there were <»\<i 2,500 commercial apple producers in tin Appalachian

13



MODERN fresh packing plant—about one-half of the crop in the Appalachian
Area goes to the fresh market.

Area. The 1950 Census of Agriculture reported over 1.5 million farms

producing apples.

Each grower is a price taker. He may decide how much to produce

and sell, but he must take price as given. Even though these are factors

which deviate from the purely competitive situation, apple growers in

the marketing of their apples act basically as though they were selling

under conditions of pure competition. Each seller has such a small

volume relative to the market sub-group that he exerts no perceptible

influence on the price of apples; new growers may freely enter apple

production and their decision to do so is of no concern to those already

producing and selling apples; and knowledge of alternatives is rather

complete.

In the Appalachian Area apple sales are divided almost equally

between fresh and processor outlets. Competition among buyers of fresh

apples is similar to competition among apple sellers. Growers freely

substitute one buyer of fresh apples for another. Buyers of fresh apples

have similar problems in that they handle the same product (apples)

and perform the same function. Due to the large number of buyers, each*

14



taking a relatively small part of the total volume, and due to the high

degree ol substitution among buyers, any one cannot make an indepen-

dent price change because he either will lose all his suppliers !>\ lower-

ing price or will be flooded with supplies by increasing price. Again
pure competition hest describes the situation, although there are devi-

ations from th i^ concept.

Although processors and buyers of fresh apples are substitute outlets

loi apples, they are in different market sub-groups because the) are

confronted with different problems. Fresh apple buyers purchase Eoi

immediate sale without changing the form of the apple, whereas process-

ors buy in a few weeks the amount that they sell over a period ol a yeai

or more. Processors also change the form ol the fruit. The cost ol

apples is only a part ol their total cost. Containers, manufacturing,

Btorage, and other costs are all factors to In- considered by processors.

Processors depend on local apple supplies, and fresh apple buyers chaw

their supplies from all producing areas.

Processor buyers in the Appalachian Area are in a different market

gub-group from processor buyers in other areas because the price paid

b\ pro< essot s iii one area does not affect significantly the supply offered

BO processors in other areas. Processors have their facilities located in

specific areas and depend on local producers lor their apple supplies.

I he net cost o! marketing processed apple products is less il the apples

ire processed in the production area. Consequently, apples are processed

ii' ai the point ol production in order to reduce then weight, bulk, and

pet ishability.

All processors in the- Appalachian Area are in the same market sub-

group because the) ate substitute buyers for apples and are confronted

with similar production and marketing problems.

Unlike apple sellers and fresh apple buyers, competition among
apple processors in the Appalachian Area does not In the purel) com

VC situation. Six processors bu) most ol the apples pioeesseel in

ihi Vrea. lie two largi i buy approximately one-half, a cooperative

takes about one-sixth, and most ol the remaining one-third is taken b\

three smallei firms. One ol the three smallei firms operates much like

a cooperative, and a second is integrated with the apple production

operations ol a large grower. The general practice is fot one proccssoi

to announce a price and loi all Others to follow with a sunilai Ol an

identical price. rhcrefore n appears thai some form ol imperfect com

petition best describes then competitive behavior. Undet conditions ol

imperfect competition on the pan ol buyers, economic theor) indicates

.1 price lowet than the price undet conditions ol pure competition

enc) being the same undi i both conditions). However, several factors

cause processoi pi ices to tend toward the purel) competitive pi



1. Fresh price appears to be established on a national basis under

conditions approaching those of pure competition. The quantity of

apples received by processors in the Appalachian Area is determined

largely by the price of apples for processing relative to fresh apple prices.

This is outside the control of processors. A rough approximation of

this relationship is presented in Figure 5. The solid line represents

an index of the ratio of processor prices to fresh prices in the Ap-

palachian Area, and the broken line represents an index of processoi

purchases to fresh purchases. The two generally move together with

sales tending to fluctuate more than price. This indicates that the sup

ply confronting processors in the Appalachian Area is elastic. 3 The

more elastic the supply curve the less the opportunity for excess profits

Therefore, the nature of the supply of apples available to processor:

rather restricts the opportunity for excess profits.

Also, processors buy on the basis of United States Grades and Stan

dards. This facilitates the comparisons of offers by the different process

ors. In most cases each grower sells to more than one processor. Con
secjiiently, the supply available to any particular processor is dependen

upon its price relative to other processors. Therefore, the supply avail

able to any one processor is even more elastic than that for all processor

in the area.

2. The cooperative processor returns all receipts over costs of opei

ation to patrons on a patronage basis. A five cents per cwt. differenc

in price is enough to cause growers to switch sales from one processor ti

another. Under conditions such as these the non-cooperative processo

cannot afford to ignore patronage refunds on the part of a cooperative

even though such refunds are made after the crop has been marketed

Processors are concerned with their apple supplies and with the relativi

future growth of other processors. Consequently, other processors mee

the competition of the cooperative's patronage refund by paying bonuse;

These patronage refunds and bonuses increase the returns to appl

growers.

Although the patronage refunds and bonuses are made after th

growers have decided how to market their crops, they tend to becom

factors which are considered by growers in making marketing decisior

because such payments have been made in the past and are expecte

to be made in the future. Thus, after patronage refunds and bonuse

have become general practice, growers, when making marketing dec

sions, not only consider the announced price but also assume that som<

thing more will be paid. This consideration may explain partially wh

processors were deluged with apples in some recent years.

The elasticity of demand or supply of a product is the: relative change in quanti
-^ corresponding relative change in price. For example, if a 1 per cent increase in pri'

bring forth more than a 1 per cent increase in supply, the supply is elastic.

16
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193^ = 100

193^ 1936 1938 19^0 1942 1944 1946 19^8 1950 1952 1954*

* Maryland data not included in 1954.

IGURE 5. Indices of ratio of processor prices to fresh prices and of ratio

>f processor sales to fresh sales, Appalachian Area, 1934-54. (Source: Calcu-
ated from U.S.D.A. data.)

I. Implicit j
> i i < t deals, ;i second factoi responsible foi competitive

»ressure, are related cl<>s<l\ to patronage refunds and bonuses. I In

nnounced price ma) noi represent final settlement between growers

iiul plot < svii s because allowances often are paid l>\ processors foi

lauling, loi storage, and l"i containei costs, rhese allowances are

mployed when an) processoi is not getting ill the apples he can use

IT



at the price offered. Often they start as "secret deals" between in-

dividual growers and processors, but they fail to remain secret and soon

become the general practice of all processors. These implicit price

devices are employed for minor price adjustments in an effort by in-

dividual processors to attract apples from other processors. Such practices

increase the growers' net returns and their sales to processors.

4. The ease of entry of new processing firms in a market sub-group

influences the competitive behavior of the firms concerned. Both actual

entry and potential entry appear to have moderating effects on the

decisions of firms to maximize short-run profits. Existing processors tend

to pay relatively higher apple prices in an attempt to combat the entry

of new firms and to prevent their expansion after new firms have

entered. Since 1939, three firms have entered successfully the sub-group

of apple processors in the Appalachian Area.

5. Indications are that size of processing firms has little effect on the

relative cost of processing apples. Also, costs for individual firms appear

to be constant over their normal range of outputs. This indicates that

one processor is about as efficient as any other processor. Such a situ-

ation maximizes the effectiveness of a cooperative and makes the entry

of new firms relatively easy.

Competition among processors is strong and the price which they

pay tends towards the purely competitive price. This means that process-

or price and output are efficient in the allocation of apples between

the the fresh and processor outlets. It also indicates that in recent

years the opportunity for excess profits among apple processors in the

Appalachian Area has been reduced greatly if not eliminated.

Apple growers may help maintain this competitive market by: (1)

being in a position to sell their apples through either the fresh or

processor outlets and being on the alert to switch supplies to the outlet

giving the highest net return; (2) keeping informed about the relative

net returns from each processing firm and always being alert to switch

supplies to the processor paying the highest net; and (3) supporting anc

maintaining a strong cooperative processor.

Editor's Note: All photographs courtesy of Appalachian Apple Serv

ice, Inc., and Area processors.
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